Notes on the back story of this letter:

I wrote this 16-page letter to John McGechie on Oct, 16 (1980, though it was actually sent on
Oct, 22) to congratulate him for Technical Notes V2, commenting on the recently released TRS-80
Pocket Computer (a rebranding of the original SHARP PC-1211, the very first pocket computer),
and giving him a number of scoops, including the imminent release of the HP-41CV and the Quad
Memory Module, among many other comments. Then I describe in detail my four articles included
with the letter, for publication in a future TN issue.
Next, a long 2-page post-data follows. featuring additional comments on assorted things,
including details of my Othello program's internals and caveats on attempting to improve its strategy
without breaking anything. A long tirade on the still-unfinished PPC ROM goes next, including my
comments on some bugs I found, my questions about using STO/RCL b and GTO global labels within
the ROM, and extensive comments on PRIVATE, plus many more, including books and the final
"rant" section (by the way, John told me in a subsequent letter that Wickes agreed with me on the
authoship recognition part of the "rant").
Finally, I include the following materials, 4 articles, all of them for the HP-41C:
•

Technical Subjects, a thorough 3-page discussion on long synthetic labels (say, LBL
"HEWLETT-PACKARD") and their behavior, including a number of experiments I conducted
to gather evidence, then some keen sleuthing and conclusions. I also discuss three weird
synthetic assignments and my experiments and subsequent sleuthing that resulted in some
very worthwhile uses for them, including another new way to break PRIVATE,

•

MR, NxN Matrix Operations, a 5-page article including a program to perform individual or
chained NxN matrix operations using a 2-level RPN stack, with N limited only by available
memory. It implements operations for reading/writing matrices from/to magnetic cards,
keyboard input, display output, +, -, matricial and scalar multiplications, inverse, plus stack
operations, all of them callable from other programs, and further the user can easily add its
own extensions. Full usage instructions plus 3 worked examples are included,

•

3D-PLOT, a 3-page article which features a program which can plot a user-defined function
in such a way that the resulting plot seems almost 3D, which is good for fun and as a demo
program to show off the capabilities of your new printer. It provides 5 parameters to fine-tune
for the best results. Full instructions and six sample runs are included.

•

Graphic Dice, a very short and fast synthetic subroutine to accumulate into the printer buffer
the graphic representation of the face of a die given as input the number of pips. Very useful
for spicing up dice-based programs. Full description, usage instructions, and six sample runs.
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Oct, 16
Dear John:

How are you ? Very busy ? Did you receive
my letter dated Sept, 27 ? I hope the answer is yes. I am lacking from foreign correspondence these days. First, PPC CJ does
not arrive (the last issue I have is the Jul/Aug one, have you

received the Sept issue ? ). Only Key Notes arrived, but its

contents are very poors Jjust Wand introduction, NiCd batteries
coverage, and that’s almost all. Very few routines this time.
Another thing I received was an update to the UPLE catalog ,
(User’s Program Library Europe). I am a member of the European
Library, so I have full access to over 300 proirams documented

in English, 60 in French, 25 in German, etc, both for the 41c

and the 67. If this is of any use to you ... (By the way, I am
also subscripted to Scientific American and BYIE).
let’s keep an order. First, congratulations

for PRC TN V2. It was even better than V1 (and that one was very good, indeed !). There were several things that attracted my
attentions first, the article about "New, Low price calculators

/computers". I saw an ad about the TRS-80 Pocket Computer in -

BYTE. It seems very good for its price. Here in Spain, it is -

sold by 24000 pts (some 350 US $) which is very cheap (bare bones 41C is priced 35000). The only thing I couldn’t find in the

ad is its operating speed. Is it faster than the 41¢? Much faster?. What about the "42c" and the new Texas machine ? Can you
give me some information? Now, I told you before I'm introduced
in local HP. So, I got some information, that seems to be trues

(a) a new version of the 41c will go into market soon; it will

be called HP-41cV, and basically is a 41c with full memorys all
4 RAMs are already included in the mainframe, leaving 4 ports
free. It has also a better display. The quad-density RAM will be

released at the same time. (b) an interface module is to be re-

leased that will allow to connect a 41c to a standard TV set.
I thought it to be impossible, but my source insists it is trus.

The module will also add several new functions to the 41c, so

to allow listings and low resclution plots to be carried out.
(¢) a new printer-plotter, which is supposed to be better than
the present one. It will include much betier plotting capabilities, larger buffer, faster. It is also more expensive.
I also liked the '"New algorithm prime tes—
ter & fast factoriser". This last one was amazing: if the two
factoras of the number were close in size, it tock very short times to find them. But if the two factors were, say, 3 and several millions, it tock a very long time. This is exactly the opposite of a conventional factoriser. The programmable byte jum—
per is a very clever idea. I guess my 15-character labels can
be used as 15-byte byte Jjumper, supressing the SF 25 and the long execution time for that particular case. lMaybe Geoff Smith
would like to try it. I also liked your detailed explanation about Word Processor. It gave me many ideas about similar pro-

grams & improvements to yours.
I also want to thank you for including so

much of my materials. I hope it will be useful to the members of

the glorious Melbourne Chapter. I see that Ernest Gibbs liked my
matrix inverter. I want to thank him for taking care of adapt my
program to run with a printer. I never do it myself, unless the
program itself requires a printer. If he likes math type prosrams
he“1ll be happy with my next submittals. Remember, math & games
are by far my favourite topics, but not the only ones.

This one is to be relatively short: here included
are several thingss
- NxN matrix operations , as I stated in my last letter. This program should fill a real gap for those initerested in bussiness requiring matrix handling. The program is relatively shat

(299 1lines, 514 bytes), fast ?I optimized the algorithms for

speed) and complete. It includes the 11 most popular operatims

including: matrix read (from cards), matrix write (onto cards),
matrix arithmetic (+,=4X), matrix inversion, multiplication by

a constant, as well as supporting routines such as input,output, enter, exchange. All operations act upon general NxN squa
re matrices, where N is limited only by available memory. The
program simulates a RPN stack of 2 NxN matrices, so allowing
both independent and chained operations. The program doces not

attempt to include an exhaustive collection of routines, but

the user is supposed to provide its own routines as well (for

instance, matrix transpose, determinant, and the like). The

program is easily expandable. It is great to have two 10x10
matrices multiplied by simply pressing =, don’t you think?
All operations are programmable, and can be called as subrou-

tines. The program is not adapted to run with a printer, so
if Brnie cares e..

- 3D-PLOT , is capable of plotting a user”s defined function in
such a way that it secems almost tridimensional. I am certainly sure that all members of Melbourne Chapter will like this

one (this is, members with a printer!). The program is good

for fun, and specially as a demo program of the capabilities
of the 41c printer. The idea for writing the program was found in a book edited by Creative Computing. I thought it

could be adapted for the 41c printer, and I wrote the program.

There are 5 degrees of freedom (5 parameters) so that you can
choose the best combination. I suggest you could include some

plot (PEPE for instance) made using this program in the cover
of a future issue of PPC TN, much like the cover of FPC TN V1

which featured a plot made using the HP-85 printer (plotter?).
A mag card is included for you to try it.

— GRAPHIC DICE is a much improved version of my routine publi-

shed in PPC TN Vi N2. The previous routine was 58 lines, 112

bytes long, and used no synthetics, This new version is just

30 lines, 84 bytes long, does exactly the same (same specifi-

cations) and runs much faster. It uses the technigues of crea
te BLDSPEC characters via a text line. 3ynthetic text lines
are used. The program is good for two reasonss first, it is

useful by itself, as a subroutine for a main dice games it is

short and fast. Second, it is a very good example of the power
of syntheticss no one can achieve such a short program with=

out using synthetics. It should be pointed that anyone not using or understanding synthetics is missing a very good chan
ce to drastically improve his/her programse. Note: a mag card
is also included, as the textsare somewhat laborious to produce. Do not try to print the program: control characters in
the text cause the printer to change state while printing the
program, passing from lower to uppercase, single to double
width, etc.

~ Technical subjects is a discussion about some topics I have
been studying a little. It includes some remarks about how

GTO{ alpha) finds its IBI{alpha), a method to create LBL(al-

pha) of 15 characters, some discoveries about "odd" assignments, featuring a new method to break PRIVATE using one of
them. It°s quite possible you knew it in advance. Hope riot,

That’s enough for this small letter. The multiple/poly-—

nomial regression program was written and functioned, but I dis
covered a new method, which saves many bytes, I°11 submit it
soone The same applies to the book for the 34c. Tom Cadwallader

sent a mysterious letter, including a Byte Counter program ( ve-

ty good, better than mine) without a single note or explanation.
Do you know the reasons for he acting so? Is he angry with me?

Oct, 21 — long post—data I received,within a few days, Keynotes

September PPC CJ, and your two letters. I noticed you received
my letter dated 27th Sept, but posted 9th Oct. The reason for

it being posted so late is that, once a letter is written, I

wait a few days to see if I receive some journal, or another
letter from you, or the like, so that I can include answers or
commentgs. This is the case for the present letter: It was wri-

tten a few days ago, but it will be posted tomorrow (Oct,22),

and in the mean time I’ve received a large amount of foreign
post, which I can comment on now.
Very happy you liked the small envelore; yesy, TN 2 arrived and was much appreciateds I don“t keep
FPIRC TN for my exclusive use: I share it with local HP people
which are very pleased with it, and usually made copies. You
are by now a very popular folk among local HP people. Your clock
program has been a best—copied program. I will enclose mag cards
the problem being I have very,very few mag cards, most of them
are full with programg. However, 1“1l try to get some cards ,
either free or paying for them, so that I can send you both program descriptions & magnetic cards. Hope you®ll not mind if
the cards are not exactly brand-new: I am using old cards with

67/97 prosrams previausly recorded on them. The old 67/97 ti-

tle is covered with black ink, so as to not confuse you.
Abvout Othello, yes, I knew it could be

beaten quite easily. It is unavoidable if the strategy is stric
tly used (I am supposing you know perfectly the strategy the
program uses by now. It is a quite simple positional strategy,

vhich uses a list of pre-determined best positional moves, and
simply choses the first legal move it finds in the list, going
from top to bottom. The list of moves is arranged in order of

descending priority). The strategy can be improved quite a lot

uging a new method I developed, but it would be very time-consuming, and I do not want to make the program slower, it would
gpoil the fun. The new strategy has been tried in a computer
uisng a BASIC program written by myself, and found very effec—
tive. I°11 send you the details, if you like. You mention that

some kind of fix has been found to make OTHSLLO play better:

please, be most careful. The program has some very critical parts, and it“s quite easy to create bugs in it, specially if
you try to alter it in some way. For instance, every time a

move is selected and found legal (HP“s or user’s mowve), it is
"marked" so that it will not be tried once again. This results
in a faster speed near the end of the game, as most moves are
known to be not legal (already occupied) and are not tried at
all, so saving time. If your fix does not take this into accou—~
nty, it is quiteé possible to have a misbehaving program.
About the PPC Custom ROM: I read the
pertinent pages of last PRC CJ (sept. By the way, this issue
was unusually "empty". Most of its contents were either very

little interesting, or already known to me), and I scanred -

the proposed ROM routiness find included a copy.of a comment

sent to PPC. I found bu

in the routines !!! This is most

intolerable ! We (PIC) are always saying that HP makes very

poor software, full of bugs and inconvenience, but now, it is
quite possible that our own software will finally have bugs.
Besides, as most routines call each other as subroutines, any
one bug can cause real trouble. Some questionss several rou-

tines make use of STO b, RCL b, to address some sections of
code. Will this work in a ROM ? I have been told that the RAM

addresses and the ROM ones are quite different. I have no doubts about the routines performing fairly well in RAM, but
I have serious doubts about if they will ever work in a ROMe

I am inclined to believe that the pointer will be sent to RAM

if STO b is used. Also, using GTO{ alpha) extensively in the

ROM is both slow and byte=consuming. GTO local should be used

instead. See additional comments in the enclosed copye. By the
way, if the ROM is going to include 67/97 compatibility routines, what happened to mine ? They remain unpublished, despite

the fact that two or three P()S are published in every PPC iss.

To stop with these comments, do you know the address of Keith

Jarett ? I would like to be able to contact directly with him,
to report all bugs & comments about the ROM I can find. Doing
go via PIC seemg fairly slow and uncertaine
Avbout PRIVATE: I feel everybody’s exazerating
a lot ! the PRIVATE fea*ure is useless as origzinally intended.
I have never seen nor used a single PRIVATE program. mverybody
records their programs without using the FRIVATE feature, even
people who submit their programs to local HP for some commercial
interests (publication. some kind of compensation such as zget—

ting a 41c free, etc)s

I am pretty sure that anyone interested

in protecting his programs would rather protect his card holder

from being stolen than his programs from being copied. Local
HP people does not care at all about the PRIVATE feature being
defeated. They know that were PFC to publish such methods, ex—

tremely very few
iaplement them ,
mal people using
cte ? They would

people would understand them or know how to
here in 3pain. Do you really believe that northe 41c¢ know about bug 2, STO b, byte-jumper,
rather pay for the program, instead of attemp-

ting to understand the method, get copies of KA, get a HEX ta-

ble, etce Soy, I°m sure that if PRIVATE is publicly defeated,
almost no one is going to be affected by such event, except HP
which will be forced to recognize that its PRIVATE implementa-—
tion was very poor. This is commercially bad for the reputation of the firme By the way, even the SECURE feature of the

HP-85 can be defeated, one of my friends has the binary utility routines needed to remove SECURE from a program (all types

of security) and this was shown to local HP people, who had

to also recognize that the SECURE feature was easily braoken.

To resume, it seems that PFC (US) is exagerating too much. No

one would care at all if PRIVATE is disclosed. By the way, I
am neutral, it is the same to me if PRIVATE is publicly broken or not, I don’t care at all. However, the ROM should not,
not, not, not, be made PRIVATE !!! This is only useful to frugtrate membership, all are disadvantages. See copy.
About the books, I promise that, at least

the 34c bodk, will be included with my next letter, in a tough
envelope. The 41¢c book will probably take a while, to allow
barcode to be included. By the way, many thanks for the Sharp

brochure, the machine is sold in Spain for 24000 (350 US$),but
I have not tested it yet. I am specially interested in its -

operating speed, and wether GOSUB takes 1 byte or 5 bytes (one

for each character). Got the idea ?
Very interested in microcode peeking (and

poking, if possible !), much obligued for your long letter full
of copies of interesting materials, Specially the lonz, quite
detailed, brochure of the Sharp machine. Spanish brochures are
less detailed. The article in BYTE is interesting, too.

As a final comment (I am never satisfied,

you see ! ), don’t you feel that a little

is present

in PFC headquarters 7 Most
group routines for the
ROM have been "contributed" by
. I guess
that the
group will have many routines by
’
group will include nany
‘s routines,
etc. I think it is not fair that

will also'contribute" so many routines. I said "contribute",

because many of their "contributions' are merely improvements

of someone’s projram. For instance, it is clear that
developed by you
« However,

vas
is ack=-

nowledzed as the author of the routine for the ROM. I think it
would be better if all people who, either created or improved

the program, would be recognised as authors, and not just the
last folk who added or deleted a feature. Do you agree ?
Best regards,

TECHNICAL SUBJECTS
HWell, I°ve been dealing here and there with
synthetics, and there are some things I want to tell you, though
it“s quite possible they are not unknown to you. Here included
is a DEMO mag card, for you to test these matters. The demo card
contains the followings (remember to read it in USER mode!!)

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

LBL"DEMO"
LBL"U"
LBL"DEABCDE"
IBL"VALENTT"
IBL"ALENTIN"
LBL"VALENTIN"
GTO"“ALENTIN"
GTO"VALENTI™
GTO"VALENTIN"
GTO"VALENTIN"
GTO""VALENTIN"
GTO"$$VALENTIN"
gTO"U~""""
GTO"U-UTS"
GTO'ABCDEABCDE"
LBL"ABCDEABCDE"
LBL"U-"

18 Oy~

19 Gro"U"
20 LBL'"HEWLETT-PACKARD"
21 222~

23 X)y?
24 107X

a8 you can see, this is a collection of
synthetic & normal labels & GTO’s. A

little experimentation will show that:

line 07 EGTO"“ALEI»ITm") goes to line05

ILBL"4LENTIN"), despite the fact

that the label is shorter, and

not to the line 06 (LBL"VALENTIN"), which is the right length
line 08

X)Y?
CHS
cHs
RCL 13

another IBL"VALENTIN".
line

( GTO"VTALENTIN") goes also to

line

13 (Gro"u ==--") goes to line 02

line 05, so it seems that GTO
looks only at the 7 or less
rightmost characters.
line 10 ( GTO"VALENTIN" also goes to —
line 05, IBL"AIENTIN". The same is true for line 11 and line
12.

line 14

30 1IN
31 -

(LBL"U"), so it seems that all
characters being null or following a null are ignored by the
GTO.

(GrO"UTUTS") goes also to line
02 (LBL"U"), so the UI'S charac
ters after the null are not
tested.

32/

All this makes me think that the

33 MOD
34

tent, despite the fact that -

there is one IBL"VALENTI" and

25 %

26
27
28
29

(GPO"VALENTI™) gives NQNEXIS-

-

35 SCRT
36 X(Y?
37 .END,

micro

code routine for the GTO does not take
into account the text byte, but just

locks at the 7 (or less) rightmost characters (if more than 7), and stops con
gidering characters as soon as it finds

a null character (locking from left to

right. Now, to test this further:
line

15 GTO"ABCDEABCDE" goes to line O3 IBL"DEABCDE", and not

to the line 16, which is its corresponding LBL"ABCDEABCIE".

line 18, GTO"U™ goes to line 02 IBL "U" and not to line 17,

which is LBL"U™. Of course, the IBL"U™ is locked
before the LBL"U", but it is not accepted. This is
because the GTO"U™ ssarchs for a U, the null character is not taken into account. The same is true for
line 19, GT0O"U", which ignores the IBL"U™".

line 20 IBL"HEWLETT-PACKARD" is a {5—character label. Now well,
we have been told that the 3rd byte in an alpha labsl
is a text byte which indicates how many of the following bytes are to be taken as a text. This byte is always 1 more than the number of characters, so that an
FF byte produces a 14-char. label. So, 15-char. labels

seem impossible. That’s not so. Inserting a IO byte
produces a 15-char. label. Which is more, the text is

not really in the label, SST shows the 15 characters
as separate instructions, not counting the 1st. What
is the first instructiocn, then ? The key assignment
for the 15-ch label ! . For instance, line 20 is a

15~ch label, IBL"HEWLETT-PACKARD". If you read the magnetic
card in USER mode, you°ll notice that IBL"HEWLETT-PACKARD" ig

assigned to the IN key. You cen test this by pressing (and
holding!!!) the IN key in USER mode, you’ll see LETT-PACKARD
then NULL. Do not release the key , as this causes a crash.

In PRGM mode, it Jjust causes a XEQ"PACKARD" to be loaded into

program memory. 30y, now it is easy to understand the characters in lines 21 thru 36. Line 21 is -, keycode 41, the assign

mento to the 15 (IN) key. Tho rest are the H,E,W,...,R,D,

Changing any of these instructions changes the text of the
label. Changing the keycode for the assignment is not as easy.
The assignment is changed, but it does not become active.
A simple way is to, then, record the IBL in USER mode, and
read back the IBL in USER mode. The assignment is activated.
There is a simpler way, but it’s so obvious that I°11 let you

to discover it. (Never forget to previously PACK)

Are this 15-ch., labels any useful ? Maybe. At

least, they are a convenient way of personalizing software.

In the case of the 15~ch label, it is so easy to change the

text (simply change the instructions after the IBL) and the

assignment, that they are readily changed to display whatever.
Besides, they do appear in the catalog. Now you can have a

LBL"( JOHN MoGECHIE)" for your use, or LBL'"MELBOURNE CHAPT",

or whatever, or LBL"TOM CADJALLADER" which wasn’t possible before !.
I tested some other odd GT0O°s. For instance, GTO

null (1D F1 00) is a crash when executed. The same is true
for GTO"" (1D FO).

So much for the GTO’s & IBL’s. I also tested a litt

le more the "odd" assignments(0,51),(0,55),and (0,60). I told

you some experiences I had with them in a previous letter.

Now, I pursued a more systematic way of testing its proper-

ties, and I found some interesting things (after several hundred orashes, of course!).
To do all my experiences I used a previously recor

ded status card (only side 2), with 4 assignments on its

-

(0,55424),(0,60,23),( 0551,=15),(145,124,-13). Of course, all

the previous experiences continue to perform the same (for -

instance, a single digit entry in program mode inmediately

erased using back arrow, is restored in a different place),but

I am not going to repeat myself herein: (KEY is the assignment)

0,51 in PRGM mode, if you previouslydo GT0.000, SST if desired , now, execute the function: KEY , display blinks

press any key (say, +) +

+

, two prompts appear

after whatever is in the display. If you fill the prompts

with numbers (keyboard mapping is not allowed), STO 03 is loa-

ded as a line in the program. If you delete the prompts using
backarrow, the display wraps around.If you press now any key,
you are set to RUN mode inmediatly. A very curious fact is that if the prompts are attached to the 00 REG nn, and then
filled, the STO 03 appears at line 32. We shall see thzst this
is most useful,
Another things in PRGM mode, previously do

GT0.000. Now, press X=Y? (line Ct X=Y?) , and now, KEY. You
should see YES or NO (in PRGM!) depending on the outcome of

the test. So, the X=Y? is executed even in PRGM mode. Testing

with other functions, IN and 1/X always gave DATA ERR(R ,

BEEP and all TONEs execute inmediatly. AVIEW & VIEW also exccute, and you’ll VIEW the selected register in PRGM mode. PI
also executes, and leaves PI in X. Some, as'§§RT, seem to do

nothing.

One other related trick: in PRGM mode, press

GT0.000, now switch to RW. pressing KEY, then + (or almost
any other key) causes two prompts to be appended at the end

of any number or alpha previously in the X register. Filling

the prompts causes nothing if the mode wasn‘t FIX 9, and a
crash otherwise. Deleting the prompts results in a wrap-around

display, etc. The crash event also mekes the current program pse-—

udo PRIVATE. This private condition is easily removed by simply

pressing GT0.000.

(0,55)

This one performs much like the previously presented (O,
51), and, in fact, they appear to do the same things, ex-

cept that one is STO 03 and the other is STO 07.
I tried an interesting trick with this one.

I started from MEMORY LOST, with 3 RAMs + card reader attached,

and loaded the previously mentioned status card (just side 2).
Then, I set PRGM node (00 REG 44), GP0.CO0, set USER, KEY, +

the display loaked as 00 REG 44_. . « I then filled the prompt
using 55« The display turned out to be 31 STO 07. Now, out of

USER

(otherwise you can get into trouble), and BST . You should

gets

30 STO 07
29 un

24 "
23 RCL 09

27 STO 07

21 RCL 02

28 STO 02

26 HMS+
25 STO 03

now, you don‘t need to be
specially smart to noctice

22 STO ¢

that this is nothing but a
listing of the assignment

20 3T0 12
19 "

registers, loaded with the
4 assignments I mentioned
before,

So, the (0,55) assignments allows an easy way of getting into the

assignments registers. All you need to do is perform this sequence of operations into the first program in the catalog. As soon
as you BST, you’ll find into the assignments registers.
But this fact can be exploited even further. If
there is another program beforc ths one in which we are perfor-

ming all these things, it is just logical to expect the pointer
to situate in the END of the previous program when we BST. And
this fact can be used to break a PRIVATE program ! So, I want
to present another method of breaking PRIVATE, different from

those already known (or suspected):

llow to break a PRIVATE program ; all you need is to have (0,55)

assigned to a KEY for its execution in USER mode.

1) load the private program from a card. Do nothing but the instructions given herein. For instance, do not set FRGM mode to
test that the program is PRIVATE indeed, or the like. It is
essential that you never actually see PRIVATE in the displaye.

23 GTO ..

set PRGM, GT0.000 , set USER, KEY , press 99 to fill the prom

pt. You should see 31 STO 07 .

4) out of USER, BST , you are now at the END of the PRIVATE pro-

gram,
5) SST and you’ll be at the very beginning of the PRIVATE program

you can see it at will using SST (never BST). You can record

it on cards by simply passing them thru the card reader. The
program in the cards is not PRIVATE.

Well, this method is different from my previous (using STO b,

RCL b) which entered the program directly, or from the byte Jum
per method, which entered forwards. This one enters backwards !
There are still many, many tricks related to these 'odd" assignments, but it is enough for this letter, this must
be really boring for you, specially if you knew all of it in advance, as I suspect,

NxN MATRIX OPERATIONS
Here introduced is a set of routines which
allows the user to perform matrix operatims, either individually
or chained. It is not the purpose of this article to present an
exhaugtive set of routines, but just the basic operations, to which the user may add its own developed ones.
The program simulates a RPN stack of 2 nun
matrices, where n is chosen by the user and is limited only by available memory. The stack is composed of 2 registers, A, B,and
each register holds a nxn square matrixe A is the'display", and
B is the *upper' register. The following operations are available:s
MR (matrix readz : reads A from magnetic cardss the contents of

the card(s) are placed into i. B remains undis
turbed. Minimum SIZE n<+9

MA (matrix write)s writes A onto magnetic cardse The matrix in A
is recorded on mag cards. A & B, undisturbed.

M+

Minimum SIZE n2+9

(matrix add.)

B

s Computes B+A. The result is placed in A, and

B

B remains undisturbed. SIZE 2n2+9

A} &{ B+A
M- !mat.substractzz Computes B—A. The result is placed in A, and

3

B

B remains undisturbed. SIZE 2n2+9

e

Me gmat. multiEliCZ: Computes BxA. The result is placed in A,and
3
B
B remains undisturbad. SIZE 2n2 +n+9

A} 1= {BXA

M/ (mat. inversion): Computes the inverse of A, The result is -

B

B

placed in A, B remains undisturbed.

A} M/ { .

SIZE n24+9

—~ \4A

MI
B

(mat. input)s:s input A. Asks for the order n, and the elements
B
of matrix A. They are placed in A, B remains

}MI{
-)1-31A

undisturbeds SIZE n+9

MO gmat.outgutzs output A, Shows in the display all the elements
of matrix A. Both A,B, remain undisturbed.
B
B
a
2

A}ﬂ{A

SIZE n<+9

LZZE (mat. EIN'I’E’R) duplicates the contents of A into B. A remains

B

A

undisturbed. SIZE 2n2+9

A}Mf{ A
o

A(0)B (m.exch.):
B

Exchanges the contents of A and B. SIZE ?.n2+9

A

q} 40)B {3

KM Scanst.mult!: Given a constant k, computes k.A, and places
B
B
the regult in A. B remains undisturbed.
A} KM k.A
SIZE n<+9
Characteristicg: The program is 299 lines, 514 bytes. All operations may be used either individually or chainede The minimum SIZE for each is the required SIZE for that ope
ration to be used individually. If some of them are to be used
chained, the SIZE required is the maximum among the individual
onese. All overations are programmable, they can be called as =
subroutines of another program. See DEMO program. Here are some
execution times:
M+

3

N.=1,

2

S.

9

N.=3

9

4

Sey

N=

5

9

10

Sey

Sey

Nl?

N=

7’

17

Se

N=10,

385

M= 3 the same as M+
M

3

N.=2’

M/ s N’B,
s

N=2,

3 N=2,

7

SC’NB3

9

155.,N-5

)

55

9

2m163’

22 S.QN"s,

1m238,N-7 9

3m35s, N=10 »

2

4

6

Sey

N=4,

2 Sey N-4’

A()Bs same times as

8.

1‘156,

4 Se N'6,

Sey

II=8

N=9’4m3780

10m, N=13 9

21m.

’

11

Sy

N=10

’

16

Se

9 Sey N‘8 9

15

S N=10

9

21

Se

Warnings s = in chained operations, set always the maximum SIZE
among those of the individual operations. In general
for operations involving only A4, SIZE n2+9 is correct. For opera
tions involving A & B, SIZE 21249 will do, except for M=, which

requires SIZE 2n2+n+9.

- the matrix inversion subroutine will give ERROR if

all the elements in the main diagonal are found to be zero at

the same time in any part of the inversion process. This is an
infrequent case, but be aware that it may occure. This routine
uses all flags from 0 to n-1. They are later reset to O.

How to use s -simply, input matrices using MI, perform desired

operation(s), then output results whenever desired

using MO. Just be aware of the modifications caused to the stack A,B, by every operation. For operations involving A,B, both matrices must be of the same order n.

MI is used as followss

XEQ "MI" -N=? , enter the order, n

n R/S ¥ A1,1=? , enter aqq

aqq R/S 9 A1,2=? , enter a,,
ann B/S & program stops
MO is used as followss XEQ "MO" 9 A1,1=its value

R/S
R/S

R/S

¥ A1,2=its value

¥ An,n=its value

2 program stops

you do not need to output all elements of the matrix, you may -

quit at any moment. All operations stop with some value in the
display as soon as the operation is complete. To output the re-—

sult, use MO. (MO always outputs A. To output B, A()B,then MO)

KM is used as followss enter ks k, XEQ "KM" » k
the whole matrix in A has been multiplied
by the constant k
MR is used as followss be sure the order n is in ROO. This can

be done in two ways:

n STO 00, or

XEQ "MI" 3 N=? , n R/S , then quit.
now , XEQ "MR" 9 CARD , prompts you to enter the card(s)
once this ig done, the contents
of the cards have been loaded into A.

MW is used as follows: simply, XEQ "MW" 9 RDY kk of NN
pass cards until the operation is complete. Now, A is stored on the cardse.

Very importants the stack A,B, does not raise when you enter a
matrix via MI. The matrix overwrites previous

contents of A, the previous A is not 1lifted to B. So, when chai-

ning operations, remember to save previous result in B manually

executing MP (enter) before entering a new matrix into A.

It is recommended to assign the functions to =

keys. For instance, M+ to +, M- to =, M= to =, M/ to ENTIR, etc.
EXAMPLES ¢ Find the inverse of the given 4x4 matrix:

2

3

2 2 3
11 5 4
2

1

2

1
6

19

-enter the matrixs XEQ "MI" $N=? , 4 R/S >

» A1,1=? , 2R/S » A1,2=? , 2 R/S > A1,3=? ,
3R/S *A1,4=7 4 2 R/S 3 A2,1=7 5 eee ees seey

-9 R/S % 1.0040 , the matrix is entered in A.

-now, invert the matrixs XEQ "M/" » (after 42 sec) » 4.0030

-output the inverses
-)A1,2=-71.00(D

’

XEQ "MO" » A1,1=70.0000, R/S »

R/S

')A1,3="'1000OO

9

> Ady4= 2.000CE-11, so the inverse iss
7

=71

-1

17

121 =122
1
-1

=2
0

12
0

-252

255

4 =25

®ce

oses

o0

g

R/S

-)

another examples given A,P, find Q = PxAxp™1
1

2

6

3

A={3

2

1

5

8

5

5|, P={2

2

3|

3

3

6

<to perfectly understand what happens

1

to the 2-level stack, see how it
changes after every operations

the required sequence to compute Q is

the followings input P, A()B, input A, Mz, A()B , M/, Mz, MO
stack |input P|A{)B|input A| M| A()B] M/
B
P
P
P
PA PA
A
P
A
PAl P
P~

Mx
PA
pap—!

MO
PA
pAP-1

so, simply: input P: XEQ "MI" > N=? , 3 R/S 3 A1,1=?, 5 R/S >
> A1,2=?, 2 R/S > A1,3=?, 3 R/S > 42,1=7,
2 R/S >A2,2=?, 6 RR/S > A2,3=7, 1 R/S > A3,1=7,
5 R/S 9 A3,2=7, 3 R R/S 3 A3,3=?, 3 R/S & value
now, XEQ"A()B", XEQ "MI" > N=?
1 R/S > A1,2=?,
=
9 3 R/S > A1,1=?,
2 R/S > A1,3=?, 1 RB/S > A2,1=?, 3 R/S > A2,2=7,
2 R/3S > A2,3=?, 5 R/S ¥ A3,1=?, 6 R/3 > A3,2=7,
3 R/S > A3,3=?, 8 R/S > some value.

and now, XEQ "

’ XBQ "A()B", XEQ nM/u, XBEQ ”M!",

and output result: XEQ "MO" > A1,1=-524.0000 , R/S >
> A1,2==-108.0000,
> A2,1=-589,0000,
> A2,3=643.0000 4
> A3,2==124.0000,

R/S
R/S
R/S
R/S

30,4 the result isg

524

Q = PxaxP~1 =

third examples

> A1,3=573.0000
> A2,2=-122.0000
> A3,1==601.0000
> A43,3=657.0000
-108

589
601

-122
=124

,
,
,
,

R/S
R/S
R/S
R/S

>
>
>
> value

573

643
657

write a program to compute M3+M24M for a given M
-the required sequence iss input M, Mf y Mz, M+,

, ME, M+, MO.

stack

input M|M/'|

B

-

A

M=

M+

M=

THIERE

MM

M+

W[

M2 M2| w3amS

MO

M

M3aM2eM M3+M24M

soy load a program as thiss

4

3

1

11

3

01 IBL"DEMO"

now, let’s run the program for M =

03 XEQ "M/™

5o, XEQ "DEMO" »N=? , 3 R/S >A41,1=? , 4 R/S »

02 XEQ "MI"
04 XEQ "MeM
05 XEQ "M+M
}(E

HM

"

06 XEQ "Mz
07 XEQ

"M-!-”

08 XEQ "MO"

09 END

R/S
R/S
R/S
R/S

’

> A1,2=?, 3 R/S »A1,3=7 , 1 R/S > A2,1=7?,
1 R/S > A2,2=?, 1 R/S 5 42,3=?, 3 R/S >

>13,1=?, 6 R/S 343,2=? , 5 R/S > 43,3=7,
9 R/S

>

> program resumes execution, thens

> A1,1=281.0000, R/S
> A1,3=306.0000, R/S
& 42,2=263.0000, R/S
> A3,1=1101.0000, R/S
> A3,3=1316.0000,R/S

3

s0, M°+M2+M has been computed =

VALENTIN
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> A1,2=228.0000,
> 42,1=321.0000,
> A2,3=393.0000,
> A3,2=500.0000,
> program stops
281

321

1101

228

263

306

393

900 1316

NxN MATRIX OPERATIONS
01 LBLMR"

02 XEQ 05
03 RITAX
04 RTN

05 LBL"MW"

06 XEQ 05

07 WDTAX
08 RIN

09 IBL"M+"

10 CF 29
11 GTO 01
12 LBL"M="

64 CF 19

127 -

66 LBL"MO"

129 /

65 GTO 01

67 19
SF
68 LBL 01
69 CF 29
70 9

71 STO 04
72 RCL 00
73 1 E3

207 STO OF

145 RCL 04

83 ARCL 02

146 5TO 03

85 ARCL 03

148 STO 02

87 FIX 4

150 IBL

"'—z"

89
90
91
92

94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103

149 RCL 08

151 ST+ 02

201 ST+ 08
=
RCL 05
STO 03
STO 02

206 +

208
04
209 RCL 02
210 RCL 01
211 X=Y?

212 GTO 06
213 RCL 03

214 X=Y?

215 GTO O1

216 RCL IND 07

217 RCL IND 08

218 =
156 RCL IND 02 219 RCL 04

STO IND 04 157 RCL IND 01 220 =
221 ST~ IND
ISG 04
158 =
+
222 LBL 01
159
X()Y
223 1
ISG 03
160 ISG 01
ENTER
224
ST+ 06
161
GTO 10
225 ST+ 07
RCL 05
162 ISG 02
226 Is@ 03
STO 03
163 GTO 08
ISG 02
164 STO IND 03 227 GTO 04
228 RCL 00
GTO 10
165 RCL 06
229 ST= 07
RTN
166 ISG 03

51 +

114 Xf 2

62 PROMPT
63 STO 00

147 CIX

ARCL IND 04 152 RCL 07
FC? 19
153 STO 01
"mpon
154 CIX
PROMPT
155 LBL

112 STO 04

ers?"

141 STO 02

82 nan

49 Xp2

61

140 RCL 04
143 STO O1

39 IBL"KM"
40 XEQ 05
41 ()Y
104 LBL'"M="
42 1BL 03
105 RCL 00
43 ST IND 02 106 1 E3
44 IsG 02
107 STO O1
45 GTO 03
108 /
46 RTN
109 STO 06
47 IBL 05
110 STO 05
48 RCL 00
11 9

58 STO 02
59 RTN
60 LBL"MI"

199 x()Y

144 XEQ 13

138 1BL 14

80 LBL 10

93 FC? 19

57 +

198 STO 04

142 RCL O7

88 #s? 19

55 /

197 STO IND Y

202
203
204
205

%

56 9

196 1/X

139 ST+ 04

84 n’.,u

52 STO 01
53 DSE X
54 1 E3

195 GTO 90

76 +

75 1

81 FX 0

50 9

193 RCL IND X
194 X=07?

200 RCL O1

79 STO 03

38 RTN

133 10

134 =
135 +
136 RCL 01

192 +

137 /

77 STO 05

37 GTO 11

130 ST+ 08
131 RCL 02
132 RCL 06

190 STO 06
191 STO 08

74 /

78 STO 02

27 RIN
28 lBL"ASlB"

128 RCL 01

113 RCL 00

167 GTO 12

230 1BL 02

169 ISG 05

232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243

168 1,001

170 GTO 14
171 RTN

172 LBL"M/"

173 RCL 00
174 1
175 =

176 1 E3

177 /

115 +
116 STO 02
117 STO 08

178 STO 05
179 STO 01
180 XEQ 09

120 STO O7

183 GTO 90

118 LASTX
119 +

121 RCL 08

181 IBL 91
182 FS? IND O1

05
03
02
04
01
06
00
06
02
01
06
00

244 ST= 06
245 RCL 01

246 ST+ 06
AT =

187 =

249 9
250 ST+ 06

189 9

252 STO 02

185 RCL 01
186 RCL 00

125 1

188 +

126 ST+ 05

RCL
STO
ISG
GTO
GTO
IBL
RCL
ST+
GTO
1BL
STO
RCL

184 RCL 01

122 RCL 00
123 ST- 02
124 +

231 ST+ 08

248 +

251 +

06

LBL 07
RCL 01
RCL 03
X=Y?
GT0 07
RCL 04

270
271
272
273

RCL
ST0
1BL
¥C?

05
287 X8Q 09
288 "ERR(R"
01
16
289 PROMPT
IND O1 290 LBL"%Z "

274 GTO 91
275 ISG 01

291 X8Q 5
292 IBL 13

259 ST= IND 06 276 GTO 16
262 LBL 07
263 RCL 00
264 ST+ 06

265 ISG 02

266 X()Y

279
280
281
282

CF IND X
IsG X
GTO 09
RTN

283 1BL 90

267 ISG 03

284 ISG 01

269 SF IND O1

286 RCL 05

268 GTO 07

293
294
295
296
297

277 RCL 05
278 1BL 09

285 GTO 91

RCL IND 02
STO IND O1
ISG 01
ENTER
ISG 02

298 GTO 13
299 END

be e Jo b b e de
r

260 CHS
261 ST= IND 02

+rr+rrTrerTTY

bbb
e
T™rTTrT

253
254
255
56
257
258

299 lines +

co e

3’124-8

h<+9
oo e

e

B

= bnmn

= scratch
o000

(!)

soratoh

4
TrTrTrTrTTTYTY
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41C -

3D - PLOT OF FUNCTIONS

This little program ( just 105 lines,

some 190 bytes) allows you to plot the family of curves of a

given function f(z). The resulting plot locks almost tridimen-

sional, hence the title of the program. The program fits on a
single magnetic card, and is good for demo purposes, or to show
your friends
the capabilities of your

comm s

e e s e
P

This is a plot
of a function
sosseses

3D-PLOT OF PEPE

little 41c &

printer.

defined as 1IBL

e

el v

"PEPE".

PiigyitrrapapipEsEd s

The"

function itself
was:

y = eX 2/100
The given function, y = f(z) is plotted as rising out of the X,Y plane, where both X and Y are insids a circle of radius 30.

So, your f(z) is evaluated from z = =30 to 2z=30, so it must be

defined in that intervale. You should define your function any-

where in program memory, under a global label, and terminate it
with an END. Your function must take its only argument from the
X register, and return the correspondent y-value there.
Program characteristics .~

This program is about 190 bytes -

long, fits in a magnetic card, and requires SIZE 014. It prompts
you for the name of your function, and several other parameters:
NAME? prompts you for the name of your function
ACCOL? prompts for the desired accol number of the column which
will be used to plot each point of the function. If you
want a single point, specify ACCOL=1. This gives a some-

what sparse appearance. Specifiying ACCOL=33 gives 2 po=ints, "filling" more the curve. If -

you chose ACCOL=127, each point turns
into a full colum, increasing visi =
INCX?

YMAX?

bility. See examples.
prompts for the desired increment of

3D-PLOT OF ANA
oo
:
Dol

the X-values. A large increment means

Tl

the whole graph being printed in very
few lines. A small increment repre sents a very elongated plot, and very long execution times.
prompts for a multiplier constant.The
value of y returned by your function
is multiplied by this constant. A lar
ge YMAX gives better aspect to the -

ool Lz
D

plot. Do not exceed too much, or the

INCY?

buffer will print prematurely. A small
YMAX gives a flat appearance,
prompts for the number of colums to
be acumulated horizontally. The greater INCY, the less columse. A small

INCY means more accurate plot, longer

computing times, and, if too small,

AXIS?

buffer printing prematurely.
refers to the column position (relati

ve to YMAX) in which the X axis of —

:

S

D
:
Dol
:

Do

Lo
Ll

oLk
ozt

B
:

the plot is supposed to be., It perfor
ms a translation of the plot horizod?ally, and selecting

a good value together with YMAX often enhances the plot.

See examples to appreciate the variations in the appearance of

a given curve when the parameters are changed. A little experi-

mentation from your part will quickly give you the required ex-—
perience to select the best parameters.
HOW TO USE

Examglex

s As always happens with any plot, some functions give better results than others. Select your favorite
one and proceed to define its

to plot PEPE , y = o~X2/100
GTO .. , PRGM , LBL'PEPE", x°, CHS, 1 E2, /, eX , GTO..
PRGM

now, XEQ

"3D~PLOT" - NAME?

, PEPE , R/S = ACCOL?

we "1l use 2 points per colum, to give a more '"concentrated appearance'". 2 points per column is ACCOL=33

33 R/S = INCX?

the whole plot will be drawn in 21 lines, so 60/(21-1)
equals 33

3 R/S - YMAX?
our function is always positive, and between O and 1,

s0, we have 60 double-width columns to plot its

60 R/S - INCY?
to get a maximum of 12 columns per horizontal row, we

need 60/12 = 5

5 R/S = AXIS?
to obtain a good centering of the plot, the axis should
be at the 22th columns

22 R/S = the plot is drawn. See graphics.
If you don“t like the appearance, try new parameters, XEQ again

3D~PIOT, and enter the new parameters.

VALENTIN
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aieLBL -3D-PLOT"

66 XEQ IND 89

82 CF 12

67 RCL 11

A3 "NAME?"

68 »

XEQ “3D-PLOT-

HANE?

PEPE

A4 AON

69 RCL 83

a6 AOFF

il »

INCX?

73 RCL 12
o+

YHAR?

83 PRONPT

78 .7

87 ASTO 89

72 -

18 ST o4

795 INT

INCY?

77 XOY

AxIS?

88 -AcCoL?"
89 PRONPT
11 30

76 RCL ot

{2 ST0 85

13 CHS

78 X(=Y?

14 STO 80

79 GTO 82

1 510 19

a1 EXneRt

17 *INCX?"

82 X¢) 82

18 PROMPT
83 19 STO 86
84 1
20 ~YNAX?"
85 36 SKPCOL
21 PRONPT
22 570 11
87 RCL 4
23 - INCY?"
88 ACCOL
24 PRONPT
89+LBL 82
25 ST0 13
99 RCL 88
26 CHS
91 ST+ 63
27 ST0 @8
92 RCL 03
28 -AXIS?"
93 RCL 67
29 PROMPT
94 %(=Y?
38 STO 12
95 GTO 81
31 ADY
96 PRBUF
32 - 30-PLOT OF = 97 RCL 06
33 ARCL 89
98 ST+ 09
34 PRA
99 RCL 85
35 "mmmmmt
180 RCL 89
36 ACA
181 X(=Y?
37 ACA
182 GTO 69
38 ACA
183 CF 12
39 ACA
184 ADY

48 AV

41 SF 12
42¢LBL 08
43 CLX

ssro g

45 ST0 82
46 RCL 10

5

60.0088

RUN

5.8808

RUN

22.8088

RUN

™AX = 30

J0-PLOTOFPEPE
T

OB
Lo
LT
Ut
LT
A
T

T
Tt
L
oL

oL Lo
oL
Tl

L
oL
ST

oo
it
D

INCY=3

ACCOL=T3
CF 12

RCCOL = 127
:
Hin

,
-

i

RS

==

==

TR
e v

T
o

mer

37 CHS

e

e

62 el 83
63 112

65 SERT

RUN

S-PLOTOF PEPE

33 *

64 +

3.8008

OVPLOTOFPEFE oSDPLOTOFPEPE -Sb-PLOTOFPEPE

54 RCL 13

2‘352’5“

RUN

TrtT,TTTY/TTT

ACCOL = 1

§§ ;m

58 ST0 87
59eLBL 01

33.0908

185 END

47 RCL 09

38 SRT

RUN

ACcoL?

.

i
oy

z

1
Lo

o1

::

o
=

LU L

!

2
Z

P

TR
TTENET
I
M
i

=:

z

,

=
iz
==
-

=

41C — GRAPHIC DICE SUBROUTINE
This little subroutine will be very useful
to those people who like computer games, specially dice type ga
mes (such as oraps, etc), to add some graphics capabilities to
their beloved programs.
This subroutine tekes an input of 1,2,3,4,
5 or 6 in X, and accumulates in the printer buffer the graphic
representation of the actual die. As it is intended to be used

as a subroutine of a main program, the die is not printed by the
subroutine., Press ADV or PRBUF to do so manually.

The subroutine is just 30 lines long, some
&4 bytes, so it fits on a single side of a mag card. It is much

shorter & faster than a previous routine (using only standard
functions) which was 58 lines, 112 bytes long. This one uses
the techniques pointed out in V7 N6 P27-28 to create the syn-

thetic text lines. The required BLDSPEC string is written down
previously, using the techniques described by Wickes in VT N5
P56 (Understanding BLDSPEC), so that every 7 columns are accumulated into the printer buffer as a BLDSPEC character by the

hyte~saver procedure of creating a string representing the desired character, then RCL M, ACSPEC to accumulate the special

character (first 7 colums of the dice representation).

@1eLBL "4~

82 SF 12

83
B84
8S
86

-qXEQ IND X
RCL
ACSPEC

67 65
88 RACCOoL
e9 127
18 ACCOL
11
12

CF 12
RTH

13eLBL 91
14 "“Fpo2T-

1S

RTH

16eLBL B2
17 “FpXeT-

18

RTHN

19¢LBL B3
20 “FpX27-

21 RTH

22eLBL 04
23 “l4xXOT -~

24

RTHN

25eLBL a5
26 “F&X27*~
27 RTH

28e¢LBL 86
29 wpgXS5ve~
38 END

LB

END

.ENB.

CAT 1

84 BYTES

87 BYTES

8.25 ST0 81
1.680

c
e

oI
2

XEQ ~¢-

2.60
3.608
4.98
3.08

5.88

XEQ ¢

XEQ (REQ "4&-

AEQ °«"
REQ "¢

LINE 83 IS F2.11:FE
L14=F6:7F:8C:18:32:68:C1
L17=F6:7F:8C:58:38:68:D1

L28=F6:7F.6C:58:32:60: D1
L23=F6:7F:9D:58:39:68:D5
L26=F6:7F:8D:58:32:68:D5

L29=F6: 7F:8D:58: 35:68:D5

The remaining 2 colum=—

ns are always the same

so they are accumula-

ted using ACCCL.

Once more, this is an
example of the power
and convenience of

the synthetic functionss this routine is
much faster & shorter
than the equivalent

one using just "normal
functions. All are ad-

vantages, no disadvan—
tage at all. All those

who are reluctant to

use or take the time to
understand synthetics

are missing a good

chance to drastically
improve their pro -

grams.

HOW TO USE
call the subroutine ,
with

1’2,394,5,01‘ 6

X. After the control

in

returns to your main
program, the dice representation has been
acumulated in the
printer buffer,
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